Executive Management
Make Better and Faster Decisions with Visibility into Your Risk and
Compliance Profile
TraceCSO is the first platform to effectively transform IT GRC management into a unified and easy-to-manage
business application
With a single, unified platform, all of your IT, risk management and security, audit, and compliance operations are automatically
integrated, allowing you to 1) gain unprecedented visibility into the risk management and compliance efforts across your organization
and 2) create a comprehensive, risk-based strategy and IT GRC program within your organization. TraceCSO gives you a single, easyto-use platform that automates IT GRC management, from risk assessments to reporting and includes functionality for audit, compliance,
policy, training, vendor, vulnerability management and more.
TraceCSO supports sound governance policies and objectives by automating the major functions that drive data security and compliance
management. With deep tracking and reporting capabilities across as many as a dozen discrete functions, TraceCSO gives you visibility
into all aspects of your organization’s risk and security posture.

Features and Benefits
•

With a single, integrated and comprehensive software solution, your organization can work as one team for more effective, 		
efficient and proactive information security management. The entire organization – from management to security personnel – 		
will have a single view of the truth that results in better strategic planning. Because TraceCSO is an end-to-end, integrated 		
solution, data silos, spreadsheet tracking and manual data entry become a thing of the past.

•

Real-time access and holistic visibility of valuable information allows you to make decisions about your organization’s 		
information security more quickly than your competitors. Mature IT GRC programs are integrated, harmonized and get you 		
the information you need when you need it. With TraceCSO, you will be able to react quickly, with confidence that becomes 		
your competitive edge.

•

A robust ticketing system distributes work across the organization and allows the accountability and oversight necessary for 		
the implementation and adherence to processes, policies and training. If a breach were to occur, TraceCSO provides an audit 		
log to prove your organization has followed its written IT policies and procedures.

•

TraceCSO’s user interface is easy-to-use with dynamic dashboards and reports that allow you to create everything from 		
routine reports to sophisticated board reports – all in real-time and customized to your unique needs.

•

TraceCSO was built to simplify IT GRC management. Information security expertise is built directly into the TraceCSO platform. 		
To eliminate guesswork and reduce the need for internal security specialists, a combination of wizards, step-by-step guides, 		
built-in best practices and helpful hints are included on almost every screen.

For an affordable annual subscription and no capital investment you can have the same caliber of intelligence and comprehensive
functionality that large enterprises pay handsomely for. The money and IT resources that conventional solutions demand can now be
redirected to profitable, mission-critical activities. The annual subscription also gives you access to a deep portfolio of information
security services from TraceSecurity’s expert risk and security analysts. TraceSecurity will have your IT GRC program up and running in
a matter of weeks. Setup is easy and deployment is fast.

See TraceCSO in action!
For a free demonstration, go to www.tracesecurity.com/tracecso
or call 877-275-3009
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